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ABSTRACT

Objective: Our objective was to estimate the effectiveness of disease-modifying drugs (DMDs) in
delaying multiple sclerosis (MS) disability progression in relapsing-onset (R-onset) definite MS
patients under “real-world” conditions.

Methods: Treatment effect size, for DMDs as a class, was estimated in absolute terms and rela-
tive to MS natural history. A basic model estimated annual Expanded Disability Status Scale
(EDSS) change before and after treatment. An expanded model estimated annual EDSS change in
pretreatment years, treatment years on first drug, treatment years after drugs were switched,
and in years after treatment stopped. Models were populated with 1980 through 2004 clinical
data, including 1988 through 2004 data for all Nova Scotians treated with DMDs. Estimates
were made for relapsing–remitting MS (RRMS), secondary progressive MS (SPMS), and R-onset
groups.

Results: Estimated pretreatment annual EDSS increases were approximately 0.10 of one EDSS
point for the RRMS group, 0.31 for the SPMS group, and 0.16 for the R-onset group. Estimates
of EDSS increase avoided per treatment year on the first drug were significant for the RRMS
group (�0.103, 0.000), the SPMS group (�0.065, 0.011), and the R-onset group (�0.162,
0.000); relative effect size estimates were 112%, 21%, and 105%. Estimated EDSS progres-
sion was faster in years after drug switches and treatment stops.

Conclusions: Our estimates of disease-modifying drug (DMD) relative treatment effect size, in the
context of “real-world” clinical practice, are similar to DMD treatment efficacy estimates in piv-
otal trials, though our findings attained statistical significance. DMDs, as a class, are effective in
delaying Expanded Disability Status Scale progression in patients with relapsing-onset definite
multiple sclerosis (MS) (90%), although effectiveness is much better for relapsing–remitting MS
than for secondary progressive MS groups. Neurology® 2007;69:1498–1507

Randomized clinical trials (RCTs) have demonstrated the efficacy of disease-modifying
drugs (DMDs)—interferon �-1a, interferon �-1b, and glatiramer acetate—in relapsing-
onset (R-onset) multiple sclerosis (MS). Thus far, efficacy has been demonstrated by
reductions in relapse frequency, relapse severity, and MRI indices of gadolinium enhanc-
ing lesions and T2 lesion burden.1-10 Evidence for preventing or delaying long-term neu-
rologic disability is less convincing, incomplete, and controversial.11-22 Although RCT
results collectively show a trend toward slower disability progression, significant delays
in progression by one Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS)23 point or slower mean
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EDSS progression of treated vs untreated
groups have not been demonstrated. De-
layed progression to selected EDSS end-
points has been reported in only one
study.6 If DMD treatment is in fact effica-
cious in delaying disability progression,
weak RCT results may reflect various fac-
tors, such as slow disability progression,
short study periods, limited study sample
sizes, EDSS measurement limitations, and
study population selection biases. If short
study periods are the critical factor, signifi-
cant results may emerge from long-term
surveillance of RCT study participants.24-29

Regardless, postmarketing studies are re-
quired to demonstrate the effectiveness of
DMDs in the “real-world” setting of clini-
cal practice.

Short-term DMD effectiveness was esti-
mated using pretreatment and post-
treatment observational data from a
representative population-based sample of
R-onset MS patients, stratified into relaps-
ing–remitting (RRMS) and secondary pro-
gressive (SPMS) groups.19

Our study objective was to estimate the
effectiveness of DMDs, as a class, in delay-
ing MS disability progression in RRMS,
SPMS, and R-onset patients under “real-
world” conditions.

METHODS Study population. The Dalhousie Multiple
Sclerosis Research Unit (DMSRU) database has 25 years of
clinical data, including up to 6 years of treatment data for all
persons whose DMDs were paid for completely by Nova
Scotia’s public universal drug insurance coverage program,
as an insurer of last resort. Included are 29 persons who en-
rolled, between July and October 1995, in a 24-month pla-
cebo RCT for interferon-1a 22 �g subcutaneously weekly in
RRMS.30,31 DMSRU clinical data were linked to Nova Scotia
Department of Health vital statistics and health services uti-
lization data using encrypted IDs. As part of this study,
Health Utilities IndexMark III8,32 and certain other measures
of health-related quality of life were administered at
DMRSU visits between March 2002 and March 2004.

All persons in our study population had at least one
DMSRU clinic visit between 1980 and March 2004. The
DMSRU provides Nova Scotia’s only specialized referral ser-
vice for MS and is the sole source of provincially funded
DMDs. Demographic data including years since onset (yso)
of symptoms were recorded at first clinic visit. Neurologists
estimated age at onset of MS symptoms from patient histo-
ries, and EDSS was recorded at each clinic visit, by the same
three neurologists, from 1980 to January 2002. All clinic
records in the period 1980 through 2004 were reviewed for
all active attending patients as of March 2004, and for

former DMSRU patients as of their last visit date or date of
death. Patients were classified as RRMS or SPMS based on
this review.

In 1998, DMDs were included as an insured benefit of the
Exception Drug Fund, Nova Scotia Department of Health.
This fund provides access to necessary medications for Nova
Scotians who have no other means of obtaining funding for
approved drugs. The treatment eligibility criteria for DMDs
include a definite diagnosis of MS (Poser criteria), R-onset
course, and EDSS � 6.5 at initial injection. The DMSRU
delivers Nova Scotia’s MS DMD program and is solely re-
sponsible for determining treatment eligibility, education,
treatment prescriptions, monitoring, and treatment switches
or termination. Prescriptions are dispensed by the Queen
Elizabeth II Health Sciences Centre pharmacy. All DMD
costs (except for a small dispensing fee) are borne by the
Department of Health, which in turn bills private insurers to
recover copayments for those few patients with partial pri-
vate insurance coverage.

Before first injection, all patients must complete a
DMSRU education program on expected treatment benefits
and limitations, side effects and their management, long-
term compliance commitments and responsibilities, and pro-
spective monitoring of outcomes. Physicians and patients
jointly choose any of the insured DMDs, based on clinical
judgment regarding efficacy, route of administration, dosing
frequency, adverse drug reaction profile, and patient prefer-
ences and past experience. Contraindications to therapy in-
clude concurrent illness likely to alter compliance or reduce
life expectancy, pregnancy planned or occurring, nursing
mothers, and active severe depression.

Analysis strategy. How does one go about estimating clin-
ical effectiveness in delaying disability progression in a com-
plex chronic progressive disease such as R-onset MS? Our
strategy is guided by nautical advice that says, “If you don’t
know how to tie the right knot, tie plenty of them.” Not
knowing of a single “right” model, we estimated DMD effect
size for various subgroups of treatment-eligible persons, us-
ing fixed effects models. Here we report models for R-onset
patients who were treated with DMDs within 20 years since
symptom onset (table 1).

DMD treatment effect size was estimated in absolute
terms and also relative to MS natural history. Estimates of
annual disability progression were made for pretreatment
years, for treatment years, and for post-treatment years us-
ing 25 years of clinical data. This article estimates EDSS nat-
ural history paths and DMD treatment paths for an RRMS
group, an SPMS group, and an R-onset group. These refer-
ence groups include persons with clinic visit data that met
criteria chosen by the investigators. They are part of a larger
population of DMD-treated and never-treated persons with
R-onset definite MS who attended the DMSRU clinic in 1980
through 2004. Our retrospective analysis was stratified by
“final” MS classification at March 31, 2004, or most recent
visit. A comprehensive record review validated this “final”
classification variable.19 The RRMS group included all per-
sons with R-onset MS who had not converted to SPMS by
their last visit, who had EDSS � 3.5 at clinic visits occurring
up to 20 years since onset of MS, and who were treated with
DMDs. The SPMS group included all persons who had con-
verted to SPMS by their last visit, who had EDSS � 6.5 at
clinic visits occurring up to 20 years since onset of MS, and
who were treated with DMDs. Only five patients with
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RRMS and yso � 20 had at least one visit where EDSS � 3.5
and EDSS � 6.5. These five comprised only 1.3% of 395
treated persons with a final MS classification of RRMS and
yso � 20. There were too few to make a separate group, and
they were sufficiently atypical that we decided to exclude
them from the RRMS reference group. They may be second-
ary progressive cases not yet classified as such.

The study groups were selected for the following rea-
sons. Nova Scotia’s DMD insurance program covers only
R-onset definite MS patients with EDSS scores � 6.5 at onset
of treatment. Clinic visit data up to 20 years was chosen
because this time period is often used when modeling long-
term treatment effectiveness and cost-effectiveness. We used
the pretreatment data of our subjects as self controls rather
than data from untreated subjects as controls because
treated persons differ systematically from their never-treated
contemporary counterparts, particularly with respect to dis-
ease severity.

We estimated the effectiveness of DMDs as a new class of
drugs. Other studies have demonstrated efficacy. There are
various reasons for analyzing DMDs as a class, rather than

separately. A pragmatic reason is that by analyzing DMDs as
a class, it is feasible to estimate DMD effectiveness for more
subgroups and treatment scenarios. The analysis of DMDs
as a class also facilitates the modeling of DMD switches,
stops, and post-treatment progression paths, which is pre-
cluded when DMDs are analyzed separately.

Statistical models. A basic and an expanded fixed effects
model were used to estimate DMD absolute treatment effect
size, measured by annual EDSS increase avoided per treat-
ment year, as well as relative treatment effect size, measured
by absolute treatment effect size divided by the estimated
annual EDSS increase in pretreatment years. Hausmann tests
indicated that fixed effects models, rather than random ef-
fects models, were appropriate.33,34

Our basic fixed effects model (table 2) estimated 1) an-
nual EDSS change in pretreatment years (�yso), 2) DMD
absolute effect size per treatment year (�DMDy), and 3) an-
nual EDSS change in treatment years (�yso � �DMDy).
Only years since onset and treatment years variables are
modeled. Quadratic and cubic years since onset variables are

Table 1 Descriptive statistics for three reference groups of DMD-treated persons with R-onset definite MS in
the Nova Scotia study population, 1980 through 2004

RRMS, EDSS � 3.5,
yso � 20

SPMS, EDSS � 6.5,5
yso � 20

R-onset � RRMS �
SPMS, yso � 20

Nova Scotia MS DMD program SD SD SD

Patient characteristics

No. of persons 390 200 590

No. of clinic visits 2,156 100% 1,451 100% 3,607 100%

No. of pre-DMD visits 783 36% 680 47% 1,463 41%

No. of post-DMD visits 1,373 64% 771 53% 2,144 59%

% Female 79% 77% 78%

Age at onset, y 29.9 8.1 31 8.5 30.4 8.3

EDSS at first injection 2.12 0.82 4.64 1.47 2.91 1.58

Fixed effects model

EDSS, dependent variable mean,
explanatory variable mean, %

2.12 0.85 4.43 1.63 3.05 1.67

Years since onset 8.0 5.1 10.2 5.2 8.91 5.24

Range, min–max 0.05–19.99 0.08–19.99 0.05–19.99

DMD treatment years (all Rx) 2.96 1.71 3.65 1.66 3.14 1.73

Range, min–max 0.1–8.4 0.1–8.2 0.1–8.4

DMD Rx switches � 1 16% 25% 18.5%

DMD stopped 2% 5% 3%

Years since DMD stopped 0.03 0.02 0.06 0.41 0.04 0.29

DMD years � years stopped 0.23 1.53 0.58 2.64 0.32 1.89

DMD treatment years by Rx

Avonex 23% 12% 20%

Betaseron 18% 48% 27%

Copaxone 25% 12% 21%

Rebif6 24% 14% 21%

Rebif12 11% 14% 12%

Unit of observation � clinic visit; DMD � disease-modifying drug; R-onset � relapsing-onset; MS � multiple sclerosis;
RRMS � relapsing–remitting MS; EDSS � Expanded Disability Status Scale; yso � years since onset; SPMS � secondary
progressive MS.
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included to test for nonlinear pretreatment EDSS paths. All
EDSS observations are included in our models when estimat-
ing EDSS natural history path slopes and DMD treatment
path slopes even though some observations may be transito-
rily high or low, because such fluctuations are characteristic
of MS disability progression. (Nonlinear results are not pre-
sented graphically in this article.)

Our expanded fixed effects model (table 3) includes addi-
tional standardizing variables for years after drug switches
and for post-treatment years. This expanded model esti-
mates mean annual EDSS change in 1) pretreatment years
(�yso), 2) treatment years using the first prescribed drug
(�yso � �DMDy), 3) treatment years after switches to one
or more other drugs (�yso � �DMDy � �DMDsw), and 4)
post-treatment years (�yso � �DMDy � �DMDsw � �pD-
MDy � �DMDy � �pDMDy).

The models weight persons equally, regardless of their
number of clinic visits, when estimating beta coefficients. Each
� coefficient estimate represents themarginal, or extra, effect of
one independent variable on annual EDSS change, after stan-
dardizing forall othervariables.Toget estimated total (net) annual
EDSS change for ever-treated persons after treatment starts,
switches, or stops, the appropriate� coefficients are added.

The models compute within-person, between-persons,
and overall variance (R 2) of EDSS for the RRMS group, the
SPMS group, and the R-onset group. Fixed effects models
include only time-dependent variables explicitly. However,
relevant time-invariant variables for each person are numer-
ous and include such factors as date of birth, genetic endow-
ment, age at onset, initial visit EDSS score and EDSS
subscale scores, time from onset of symptoms to first injec-
tion, and age at first injection. These served as unmeasured
standardizing variables in fixed effects model analysis of

within-person annual EDSS change. Such time-invariant
variables, which vary across persons, although they do not
enter the model explicitly, account in part for systematic dif-
ferences in results for within-person, between-persons, and
overall explained variance (R 2) of EDSS scores.

A retrospective perspective is appropriate when inter-
preting DMD effectiveness estimates for the RRMS and
SPMS groups, stratified by “final” classification as of March
2004. In contrast, an intention-to-treat perspective is appro-
priate when interpreting effectiveness estimates for the
R-onset group, because their “final” classification was un-
known when treatment was started.

RESULTS Table 1 contains descriptive statistics
for the three reference groups of DMD-treated
subjects. The RRMS group included 390 persons
(2,156 visits), the SPMS group included 200 per-
sons (1,451 visits), and the R-onset group in-
cluded these 590 persons (3,607 visits). Pre–DMD
treatment visits represented 36%, 47%, and 41%
of all visits. Treatment duration ranged from a
minimum of 0.1 year (37 days) to a maximum of
8.4 years (3,068 days). Almost all patients started
treatment after August 1998 and had up to 5.6
years treatment duration as of March 2004.
Twenty-nine patients who had participated in a
clinical trial of interferon-1a 22 �g subcutane-
ously weekly had up to 8.4 treatment years. Years
since onset, which includes treatment years, had a
mean of 8.9 years (SD 5.2) for the R-onset group.

Table 2 Estimated DMD treatment effects for three reference groups of persons with R-onset definite MS and
yso � 20; basic fixed effects model

Reference group
RRMS, EDSS � 3.5,
yso � 20

SPMS, EDSS � 6.5,
yso � 20

R-onset � RRMS � SPMS,
yso � 20

Model variable Coeff SE p � �t� Coeff SE p � �t� Coeff SE p � �t�

Intercept, Int 1.590 0.078 0.000 1.458 0.151 0.000 1.476 0.081 0.000

Years since onset, �yso 0.098 0.030 0.001 0.317 0.056 0.000 0.162 0.031 0.000

yso squared, �yso2 �0.002 0.004 0.513 0.001 0.006 0.818 0.006 0.004 0.114

yso cubed, �yso3 0.000 0.000 0.501 0.000 0.000 0.260 0.000 0.000 0.122

DMD treatment years, �DMDy �0.098 0.015 0.000 �0.025 0.024 0.292 �0.145 0.014 0.000

Relative effect � ��DMDy/�yso 100% 8% 90%

R 2

Within person (group) 0.048 0.503 0.282

Between persons (groups) 0.056 0.015 0.090

Overall 0.045 0.136 0.118

No. of visit observations 2,156 1,451 3,607

No. of persons (groups) 390 200 590

Min observations per group 1 1 1

Max observations per group 17 26 26

Models are populated with Nova Scotia Dalhousie Multiple Sclerosis Research Unit clinic visit data from 1980 through
March 2004.
DMD � disease-modifying drug; R-onset � relapsing-onset; MS � multiple sclerosis; yso � years since onset; RRMS �

relapsing–remitting MS; EDSS � Expanded Disability Status Scale; SPMS � secondary progressive MS; Coeff � coefficient.
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Visits were less frequent and at more irregular
intervals in pre-DMD years 1980 through 1998,
when most visits were initiated by patients and
their referring physicians when a consultation
was needed. Since 1998, all patients receiving
DMDs were required to return for an annual as-
sessment as a condition for continuing treatment.
Patients were seen more frequently for assessment
and management of relapses, often with a visit 3
to 6 months after relapse in addition to manda-
tory yearly visits. Patients were also seen for
symptom management. Irrespective of the type of
visit, a neurologic examination was conducted
and an EDSS was recorded.

A strength of our clinic data are that all pa-
tients except the 29 RCT participants were
“DMD therapy naive” before August 1998. Only
4 of 590 patients treated with DMDs were treated
concurrently with mitoxantrone. None of our
study population patients were ever treated with
cyclophosphamide, azathioprine, methotrexate,
or any other immunosuppressive therapies. We
used pulse steroids for acute relapses, with the
usual protocol of 1 g methylprednisolone IV daily
for 3 days, sometimes followed by a rapid taper

with oral prednisone (over 1 to 2 weeks) but this
is done for all patients, irrespective of DMD treat-
ment. We did not use pulse steroids (oral or IV)
monthly or otherwise, in absence of relapses.

Basic fixed effects model estimates of annual
EDSS disability progression in pretreatment and
post-treatment years (table 2) are shown in fig-
ures 1 and 2. The estimated pretreatment EDSS
increase per year (�yso) was 0.098 EDSS points
for the RRMS group, 0.317 EDSS points for the
SPMS group, and 0.162 EDSS points for the
R-onset group. Estimates of the absolute treat-
ment effect (�DMDy) were consistently negative
and reflected decreased accumulation of disability
per treatment year. For the RRMS group, treat-
ment with DMDs resulted in a statistically signif-
icant absolute treatment effect estimate of �0.098
EDSS points change per year (p � 0.000), for a
relative treatment effect size of 100%. Estimates
for the SPMS group were much smaller (�0.025
EDSS points, relative treatment effect 8%) and
not significant (p � 0.292). Estimates for the com-
bined R-onset group were large (�0.145 EDSS
points, relative treatment effect 90%) and signifi-
cant (p � 0.000).

Table 3 Estimated DMD treatment effects for three reference groups of persons with R-onset definite MS and
yso � 20; expanded fixed effects model

Reference group
RRMS, EDSS � 3.5,
yso � 20

SPMS, EDSS � 6.5,
yso � 20

R-onset � RRMS � SPMS,
yso � 20

Model variable Coeff SE p � �t� Coeff SE p � �t� Coeff SE p � �t�

Intercept, Int 1.604 0.030 0.000 1.456 0.151 0.000 1.494 0.081 0.000

Years since onset, �yso 0.092 0.004 0.002 0.304 0.056 0.000 0.154 0.031 0.000

yso squared, �yso2 �0.002 0.000 0.609 0.003 0.006 0.059 0.007 0.004 0.065

yso cubed, �yso3 0.000 0.016 0.568 0.000 0.002 0.149 0.000 0.000 0.071

DMD treatment years, �DMDy �0.103 0.069 0.000 �0.065 0.256 0.011 �0.162 0.015 0.000

DMD switches � 1, �DMDsw 0.067 0.112 0.333 0.473 0.126 0.000 0.174 0.071 0.015

Post-DMD years, �pDMDy 0.214 0.026 0.066 0.079 0.096 0.408 0.039 0.075 0.046

DMDy � pDMDy, �(DMDy � pDMDy) �0.007 0.078 0.790 0.046 0.031 0.133 0.042 0.021 0.062

Relative effect � ��DMDy/�yso 112% 22% 105%

R 2

Within person (group) 0.050 0.511 0.287

Between persons (groups) 0.056 0.015 0.093

Overall 0.045 0.138 0.122

No. of visit observations 2,156 1,451 3,607

No. of groups (persons) 390 200 590

Min observations per group 1 1 1

Max observations per group 17 26 26

Models are populated with Nova Scotia Dalhousie Multiple Sclerosis Research Unit clinic visit data from 1980 through
March 2004.
DMD � disease-modifying drug; R-onset � relapsing-onset; MS � multiple sclerosis; yso � years since onset; RRMS �

relapsing–remitting MS; EDSS � Expanded Disability Status Scale; SPMS � secondary progressive MS; Coeff � coefficient.
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Results from our expanded fixed effects model
(table 3), which standardized for years since onset
of MS, treatment years, drug switches, treatment
termination, and years since termination, are il-
lustrated in figures 3 through 5. Figure 5 shows,
for the RRMS, SPMS, and R-onset groups, esti-
mates of annual EDSS change in 1) pretreatment
years, 2) DMD treatment years in which the first
prescribed drug was used, 3) treatment years after
switches to another drug occurred at least once,
and 4) post-treatment years after treatment termi-
nation. (The x-axis in figure 5 is arbitrarily di-
vided into four equal time intervals.) Expanded
model estimates of annual EDSS change during
pretreatment years were similar to, but slightly
smaller than, the basic model estimates. Ex-
panded model estimates of DMD effectiveness for

persons treated with only one drug were signifi-
cant for the RRMS group (�0.103 EDSS increase
avoided per treatment year, p � 0.000), the SPMS
group (�0.065 EDSS increase avoided, p �

0.011), and the R-onset group (�0.162 EDSS in-
crease avoided, p � 0.000), whereas estimated rel-
ative treatment effect size were 112%, 21%, and
105%.

The effect of drugs switches on accumulation
of disability was consistently positive, with all
groups showing an increase in the rate of disabil-
ity progression after the first switch. While the
estimated positive incremental annual EDSS
change in years after drug switches was not signif-
icant for the RRMS group (0.067 EDSS points,
p � 0.333), it was significant for the SPMS group
(0.473 EDSS points, p � 0.000) and the R-onset
group (0.174 EDSS points, p � 0.015). Estimated
additional positive incremental annual EDSS
change in years after DMD treatment termination
were not significant for the RRMS and SPMS
groups, but were significant for the combined
R-onset group.

Three goodness-of-fitR2 statistics are reported
for fixed effects models: a within-person R2, a
between-persons R2, and an overall R2. Similar
patterns emerged from the basic and expanded
models, with slightly larger R2 for the expanded
model. For the RRMS group, all three R2 statis-
tics were small (�0.056). For the SPMS group, the
within-person R2 was very large (0.511), the
between-persons R2 was very small (0.015), and
the overall R2 was 0.138. For the R-onset group,
the within-person R2 was 0.282, the between-
persons R2 was 0.090, and the overall R2

was 0.118.

DISCUSSION Our “real-world” estimates indi-
cate that DMDs, as a class, were effective in de-
laying disability progression in R-onset MS.
Absolute treatment effect size, measured by EDSS
increase avoided per treatment year, was small.
But absolute effect size relative to EDSS natural
history increase was large, estimated at 90% for
R-onset patients treated in Nova Scotia from July
1998 through March 2004. Estimated benefits
were much greater for patients who were classi-
fied as RRMS at the start of treatment and still
classified as RRMS in March 2004, compared
with patients who were classified as either RRMS
or SPMS at the start of treatment but were classi-
fied as SPMS inMarch 2004. Although the benefit
of DMDs was clearly less in patients classified as
SPMS at the start of treatment or who converted
to SPMS after treatment started, there was an

Figure 1 Annual EDSS change before and after DMD treatment: Basic model

Estimates of Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) pretreatment path slopes, treatment
path slopes, and EDSS increases avoided, with standard errors, for relapsing–remitting mul-
tiple sclerosis (RRMS), secondary progressive multiple sclerosis (SPMS), and relapsing-onset
(R-onset) reference groups of disease-modifying drug–treated persons; basic fixed effects
model.

Figure 2 Relative DMD treatment effect size: Basic model

Estimates of disease-modifying drug (DMD) treatment effect size relative to pretreatment
annual Expanded Disability Status Scale changes, for relapsing–remitting multiple sclerosis
(RRMS), secondary progressive multiple sclerosis (SPMS), and relapsing-onset (R-onset) ref-
erence groups of DMD-treated persons; basic fixed effects model.
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overall benefit for R-onset patients on DMDs.
There are no RCT results directly comparable to
these observational results for R-onset MS.

Our effectiveness results for R-onset patients
classified as RRMS or SPMS are roughly similar
to comparable RCT efficacy results that exam-
ined mean change in EDSS scores within their
study periods for treatment and placebo groups.
Both Phase III studies and this Phase IV study es-
timate small absolute effect size per treatment
year, measured by EDSS increase avoided, and
both estimate very large relative treatment effect
size in RRMS groups compared with SPMS
groups. For example, our DMD relative effect

size estimates in RRMS range from 100% (basic
model) to 112% (expanded model) for persons
treated with a single DMD, whereas comparable
RCT efficacy estimates range from 50%5 to
132%.11 Our relative effect size estimates in SPMS
range from 8% (basic model) to 21% (expanded
model) for persons treated with a single DMD,
whereas comparable RCT efficacy estimates
range from 16%10,21 to 32%.6

Whereas RCT efficacy studies have demon-
strated only trends toward significance, our esti-
mates are highly significant and robust. Although
this greater significance may reflect larger study
groups and longer treatment duration, other fac-
tors may also contribute. RCTs used matched
placebo control groups, whereas we used DMD-
treated persons as their own self-controls. RCTs
compared treatment and control groups prospec-
tively from the time of recruitment without stan-
dardizing for previous natural history
progression, whereas our fixed effects models
were populated with 1980 through 2004 EDSS
data to estimate annual EDSS change for each
person and their study group in pretreatment,
treatment, and post-treatment years. Forty-one
percent of R-onset group EDSS visit observations
occurred in pretreatment years. RCTs estimated
efficacy for particular DMDs, whereas we esti-
mated effectiveness for DMDs as a class, using
data from all treated persons irrespective of
which DMDs were used and in what sequence.
We classified persons in RRMS and SPMS groups
retrospectively at the study end date, whereas per-
sons in RCT studies were classified prospectively
at recruitment.

Our expanded model estimated DMD effect
size while standardizing for treatment years on
the first prescribed drug (comparable with
RCTs), treatment years on a second or third drug,
and years since DMD treatment was stopped.
Our study estimated that annual EDSS change
was more rapid in years after drug switches and
termination of treatment, whereas RCTs were
unable to address this issue. Our results suggest
that DMD switches and stops, in the context of
clinical practice, may be markers for unmeasured
biologic or other confounding factors, such as ad-
verse drug reactions, antibody development, or
comorbidities that increase MS disability
progression.

Our Phase IV effectiveness estimates for
DMDs as a class complement Phase III RCT effi-
cacy results for particular DMDs. RCT study
samples are not representative of MS popula-
tions, whereas DMSRU clinical data are represen-

Figure 3 Annual EDSS change before and after DMD treatment: Expanded
model

Estimates of Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) pretreatment path slopes, treatment
path slopes if no Rx switches occurred, treatment path slopes if Rx switches occurred, EDSS
increases avoided if no Rx switches occurred, and EDSS increases avoided if Rx switches
occurred, with standard errors, for relapsing–remitting multiple sclerosis (RRMS), secondary
progressive multiple sclerosis (SPMS), and relapsing-onset (R-onset) reference groups of
disease-modifying drug (DMD)–treated persons.

Figure 4 Relative DMD treatment effect size: Expanded model

Estimates of disease-modifying drug (DMD) treatment effect size relative to pretreatment
annual Expanded Disability Status Scale changes for relapsing–remitting multiple sclerosis
(RRMS), secondary progressive multiple sclerosis (SPMS), and relapsing-onset (R-onset) ref-
erence groups of DMD-treated persons if no Rx switches occurred and if Rx switches
occurred.
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tative of Nova Scotia’s MS population,
particularly since 1998, when DMD insurance
coverage began. EDSS progression rates in Nova
Scotia more closely resemble the relatively slow
rates recently reported from British Columbia35

rather than the faster rates reported in earlier

studies from Ontario28 and Sweden.36 RCT stud-
ies have high internal validity but low external
validity, whereas Phase IV observational studies
have lower internal validity but higher external
validity.

The interpretation of dose–response statistical
relationships in prospective placebo-controlled
RCTs with high internal validity is clearer than is
the interpretation of statistical associations de-
scribed by retrospective observational studies
with relatively low internal validity. For example,
whereas it is plausible to interpret descriptive sta-
tistical associations between treatment years on a
single DMD and slower EDSS progression as a
causal dose–response relationship, it is implausi-
ble to interpret descriptive statistical associations
between drug switches or treatment termination
and faster EDSS progression as dose–response re-
lationships. In both cases, there are confounding
factors present, including placebo effects, whose
role may be clarified by further research. More
frequent visits in the post DMD era may well have
been a factor (in terms of better management of
symptoms and involvement of allied health pro-
fessionals) in slowing disability progression.

The development of neutralizing antibodies
(Nab�) after interferon beta treatment has been
shown to reduce treatment effect size and to in-
crease EDSS annual progression rate.22 Because
our models do not standardize for NAb�, we
likely underestimate effect size for NAb-negative
subgroups and overestimate effect size for NAb�

subgroups.
DMD effectiveness was examined by compar-

ing individuals’ estimated annual changes in
EDSS scores in the years before and after treat-
ment. Because the EDSS is an ordinal scale, and
not an interval measure, it can be argued whether
mean annual EDSS change is a meaningful out-
come. However, we have previously shown that,
despite its limitations, the EDSS has high concor-
dance with the Health Utility Index, a measure of
health-related quality of life that does have inter-
val measurement properties, and that concor-
dance is highest in EDSS range 0 to 6.5.37

DMDs are not expected to be equally effective
for all R-onset patients and in all stages of disabil-
ity progression. Our varying estimates for persons
with R-onset definite MS, RRMS, or SPMS illus-
trate the complexity of MS disability progression
and the challenges of estimating the extent to
which DMDs delay progression. Because a single
“right” model for estimating MS natural history
and DMD effectiveness remains elusive, we
adopted a research strategy that applies the same

Figure 5 Annual EDSS change before and after DMD treatment: Expanded
model

Estimated annual Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) change in pretreatment years,
disease-modifying drug (DMD) Rx � 1 years, DMD Rx � 1 years (after switches), and DMD
Rx � 0 years (after stopped), for relapsing–remitting multiple sclerosis (RRMS), secondary
progressive multiple sclerosis (SPMS), and relapsing-onset (R-onset) groups of DMD-treated
persons.
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model when estimating DMD effectiveness for
various patient subgroups. A general picture then
emerges of how DMD effectiveness varies across
subgroups. This is one way of dealing with MS
complexity when analyzing large databases.

This article reports effect size estimates for an
RRMS reference group with mild disability, an
SPMS reference group with mild or moderate dis-
ability, and a combined R-onset reference group
with up to 20 years since onset. Further research
could retrospectively estimate DMD effectiveness
in other subgroups, such as those that include
ever-treated and never-treated controls and
groups that differ by disability severity, years
since onset, and treatment duration. Comparison
of groups who switched drugs with those who did
not switch could also be undertaken. DMD effec-
tiveness could also be estimated with patient
health status measured by a generic health utili-
ties index instead of the MS-specific EDSS.

The current study did not estimate, directly,
whether DMDs extend the time spent within
“mild” and “moderate” disability severity catego-
ries or whether DMDs increase the time spent
with an RRMS classification before being reclas-
sified as SPMS. However, because our estimates
show that DMDs slow EDSS progression in
groups with “mild” disability (no ambulatory
aids needed) and “moderate” disability (ambula-
tory aids needed eventually), it is likely that the
time from onset to “severe” disability (wheelchair
dependence) and “extreme” disability (confined
to bed) also increases.

“Real-world” effectiveness evidence such as
that presented here contributes to ongoing de-
bates regarding which patients are good candi-
dates for DMDs and, if so, when treatment
should start, switch, or cease. Although DMD
treatment years data in this study is longer than
that in all but one pivotal RCT, it still represents
relatively “short-term” treatment. The credibility
of Phase IV study estimates will increase as treat-
ment duration data accumulates. Short-term ef-
fectiveness evidence is required when modeling
long-term effectiveness and cost-effectiveness. It
is also useful in simulation studies of the effective-
ness and cost-effectiveness of emerging DMDs, of
DMD combination therapies, and of genetic
markers that may predict disease course in
R-onset MS and response to DMD treatment. Be-
cause Nova Scotia estimates of DMD relative
treatment effect size for RRMS subgroups are
very large (100% to 110%) for the initial DMD,
treatment may temporarily arrest disability pro-
gression or even reduce disability slightly. Given

this evidence, incremental health outcomes (be-
yond that attributable to current DMDs) from
treatment with newer DMDs and with DMD
combination therapy may be small for those
RRMS patients who are able to continue treat-
ment on their initial DMD. If so, incremental
cost-effectiveness ratios for newer DMDs and
combination therapies will likely be larger than
those for current DMDs, depending on pricing.
The development of genetic markers capable of
predicting disability progression and “final” MS
classification for persons with R-onset MS would
greatly facilitate clinical decisions regarding
which patients to treat, which drugs to prescribe,
and for how long. If such genetic markers also
identify persons destined to have very little dis-
ability progression over their lifetime, unneces-
sary long-term DMD treatment may be avoided.
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